
 

 

INMA Award Entry- Best Initiative in Response to COVID-19 

Background: 

COVID-19 has changed the world: the lockdowns, the economic ripples, the communities torn. Yet 

media companies are making a difference in their responses — which INMA wants to reward in a 

free bonus category. Read instructions to the right of this page to begin entry submission. 

Category description: 

What structured initiative is your company implementing to inspire community and engagement 

under your brand in this environment? Initiatives packaged under your brand should bring 

communities together, provide hope, lift spirits, encourage interactivity, inspire trust, do good. 

What judges will look for: 

Judges will prioritise structured ways in which your company is reaching out to readers, small 

businesses, restaurants, cultural and entertainment venues, potential subscribers, and other parts of 

your community. Special weight in judging will be given to packaging that outreach in a way that 

reflects well on your brand. Clever ways of digital socialising likely will be a priority. As always, 

results are appreciated though we know it's early days. Judges are not looking at general journalistic 

coverage in this category, though special engagement features can be considered. 

Typical media: 

We can judge your efforts with a la carte narratives and creative. We also can judge initiatives 

brought together in videos (YouTube links) and presentations (PDFs). Given the just-in-time nature 

of this bonus category: keep it simple. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Objectives (700 words) 
 
The Big Issue is a weekly magazine, sold by vulnerable people either those who are homeless or at 

risk of homelessness, as a way to earn a living and help them out of poverty. Vendors purchase the 

magazine with their own money and sell them on to the public, at their own profit or loss. 

As a result of Covid- 19, we had to take the heart-breaking decision and ask our vendors to stop 

selling for the foreseeable future, meaning our income and theirs vanished overnight.  

Within days, we moved at lightning speed to adapt our business model in new and innovative ways 

to save The Big Issue as an organisation and to offer a level of support to our vendors through this 

crisis. We also had to move the community of support that Big Issue vendors receive on a daily basis 

from the general public off the street to the digital and social space. 

First-off, we created an appeal fund, to generate financial support from the public to allow us to 

continue our work and support vendors. As with normal magazine street sales, 50% of proceeds 

from these initiatives went straight to the vendors. 

The second element of the appeal, was to launch a subscription business, to allow consumers to 

continue to buy the magazine whilst vendors were unable to sell, which we had up and running 

within a matter of hours. We offered a three-month subscription for £32.50. We also pushed the 

option to download a digital edition of the magazine on a weekly basis through Zinio and buy copies 

through The Big Issue shop. 

We looked at other ways to distribute the magazine. This led to speedy deals with ASDA, 

Sainsburys, McColls, The Co-op and other leading retail outlets to sell the magazine in store for the 

first ever time during the crisis.  

The most recent launch has been The Big Issue app, to allow people to buy and subscribe digitally. 

We have released the app in partnership with Pugpig, who supported on a pro-bono basis. Start to 

finish, both organisations were able to work closely together to provide readers and vendors with a 

high-quality digital edition and an additional curated content feed. 

Fitness coach Joe Wicks – of P.E. with Joe and The Body Coach fame – the cover star for the first 

issue on the app- threw his support behind the app, where the weekly magazine can be purchased 

for £2.99 or readers can set-up a subscription.  

Through the magazine, web and app content we have developed ‘The Big Community’, a curated 

channel on the app and an online content hub, which delivers daily news and weekly features 

providing hope through ‘positive and inspiring stories’, focused on the people and businesses 

coming together to support vulnerable people in this crisis. The Big Community has been launched 

as a new commercial proposition and provides a means to celebrate and network organisations that 

are creating meaningful impact for societies most vulnerable through partnership.  This initiative 

represents another way in which The Big Issue has innovated to create supporting income streams 

through paid content services for brands.   

The editorial team has worked hard and fast to evolve the magazine content to drive increased 

appeal for the publication. We have drawn in big-name celebrity support at short-notice. For 

example, Joe Wicks, Ricky Gervais and David Attenborough have all been cover stars since the crisis 

hit and Armando Iannucci and George Clarke have written exclusive pieces.  The covers have been 

designed with bright colours and arresting headline text, to grab the attention of consumers in retail 

outlets and encourage both shoppers and subscribers to share on their social channels.  



As a well-known and much loved British brand, we created a huge media and social drive for the 

appeal with our Founder John Bird as the key spokesperson for the campaign. We have created a 

series of social campaigns to generate continued longevity for the appeal with our audience base 

and communicate our new news and the impact delivered with the appeal funds. We have 

conducted extensive outreach to celebrities and key influencers and seen big names such as Jon 

Snow, Armando Iannucci, Chris Packham and Stephen Graham, amongst many, tweet their support.  

Results (283 words) 
 
We are an incredibly small organisation, with a smaller team and many staff furloughed. We have 

moved quickly to deliver some outstanding results.  

In just under 7 weeks, we have delivered the following results: 

- We’ve sold over 8k subscriptions 
- Had over 8k consumers contribute financially to our appeal 
- Delivered 3k App downloads 
- Sold over 8k copies of the magazine through retailers  
- Secured major brand and corporate support, through new sponsorship and branded 

content activations through ‘The Big Community’ online hub  
- The total PR reach for the full campaign period is 5 Billion with over 3,000 pieces of 

coverage, including BBC Radio 4 Today, Channel 4 News, BBC News and BBC World News 
and a number of national newspapers (print and online).   

- With solely organic reach, we’ve delivered 4m impressions, 200k social engagements and 
driven an increase of 13% traffic to our site 

 

We’ve created a whole new audience base and business to support our vendors whilst they are no 

longer able to sell magazines on the street and kept The Big Issue alive.  

In total in just under 7 weeks, we have managed to support over 2,000 vendors in the following 

ways: 

• Through a mass dispersal of supermarket vouchers  
• We have paid to top up electric and gas keys where needed in order to keep vendors 

warm and fed 
• We are working to provide ongoing social and emotional support at this challenging and 

lonely time.  
• A key part of our work is helping vendors to understand and access all of the support 

services available to them at this time, such as access to universal credit. This kind of 
support is more crucial now than ever before. 

 


